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Abstract
In Volume Rendering, it is difficult to simultaneously visualize in-
terior and exterior structures. Several approaches have been devel-
oped to solve this problem, such as cut-away or exploded views.
Nevertheless, in most cases, those algorithms usually require either
a preprocess of the data, or an accurate determination of the region
of interest, previous to data inspection.
In this paper we present the Virtual Magic Lantern (VML), an in-
teraction tool tailored to facilitate volumetric data inspection. It
behaves like a lantern whose virtual illumination cone provides the
focal region which is visualized using a secondary transfer func-
tion or rendering style. This may be used for simple visual inspec-
tion, surgery planning, or injure diagnosis. The VML is a partic-
ularly friendly and intuitive interaction tool suitable for an immer-
sive Virtual Reality setup with a large screen, where the user moves
a Wanda device, like a lantern pointing to the model. We show that
this inspection metaphor can be efficiently and easily adapted to a
GPU ray casting volume visualization algorithm. We also present
the Virtual Magic Window (VMW) metaphor as an efficient collat-
eral implementation of the VML, that can be seen as a restricted
case where the lantern illuminates following the viewing direction,
through a virtual window created as the intersection of the virtual
lantern (guided by the Wanda device) and the bounding box of the
volume. This approach allows better frame rates because the shader
requires almost no modification with respect to the classical vol-
ume ray casting. On the other hand, the contextual information is
not perceived as well as with the previous method, especially on
the boundary of the inspected region. Apart from its main use, our
metaphor can also be used to aid in the tedious process of transfer
function selection.
CR Categories: I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and
Techniques—Interaction Techniques; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: User Interfaces; J.3 [Life and Medical Sciences]:
Medical Information Systems
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1 Introduction
The recent advances in Medical Imaging, Direct Volume Render-
ing, graphics hardware, and Virtual Reality technologies at afford-
able prices have empowered the development of Virtual Reality
applications tailored to the real time medical data manipulation.
Therefore, applications such as interactive inspection, surgery plan-
ing and surgeon training has become a reality [Robb 2008]. Clini-
cal use of such applications requires reduced data preprocess times,
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efficient rendering algorithms, and friendly and intuitive user inter-
faces.
Direct Volume Rendering (DVR) allows spacial interpretation of
medical images but this causes that values from different images
are rendered onto a single pixel. This poses problems for the si-
multaneous visualization of the whole information captured by the
volumetric dataset. Recently, different techniques and strategies
have been proposed with the objective of facilitating the identifi-
cation and exploration of features or regions of interest. Special-
ists may get assistance for the selection of informative viewpoints,
the definition of a transfer function (that assigns to each data value
the color and opacity), or the application of clipping planes. Other
rendering techniques, such as focus+context visualizations or ex-
ploded views, can also be used.
Complementary to these advanced visualization techniques, some
medical applications can benefit from the knowledge of the
anatomy the specialist has in order to facilitate the localization and
identification of the region of interest. This requires the use of
powerful and intuitive interaction metaphors. In immersive virtual
reality environments, human interaction becomes of crucial impor-
tance. 3D pointers are commonly used either with or without haptic
response in order to perform various tasks of selection and manip-
ulation. Pointing and selection is usually achieved using the ray-
casting paradigm with those devices. However, for Virtual Reality
Volume Rendering of complex data, new and simple metaphors are
required in order to improve the exploration of internal (non visible)
structures while preserving spatial information of the context. Easy
and natural interaction is a must in order to increase the potential
and heterogeneous group of users.
In this paper we present a new interaction metaphor: The Virtual
Magic Lantern (VML). Its name is inspired by the Magic Lantern
(see Figure 2), the precursor of the projector. It behaves like a
lantern whose illumination cone determines the region to be ana-
lyzed. This region of interest is rendered using a secondary shading
style that allows us either to search for a certain feature or ana-
lyze the region using a different transfer function. In Figure 3 we
provide an example of an interactive session in a VR environment
where the user is using the VML to inspect a medical dataset. Usu-
ally, the rendering function that applies to the region of interest will
be a transfer function that makes the interior structures visible. This
may be used for a simple visual analysis and determination of pos-
sible incision trajectories or injure diagnosis. The Virtual Magic
Lantern is guided by a pointer device that provides 3D position and
orientation. The use of such a metaphor has several advantages,
the most important one is that most of us have used a lantern many
times in order to inspect a low light environments, and therefore its
usage is completely familiar to us. Thus, the Virtual Magic Lantern
is a simple tool that helps to determine a region of interest by pro-
viding a simultaneous visualization of different rendering styles for
the region interior and its context (see Figure 1c). The VML can be
used either in a Virtual Reality environment or a desktop-based ap-
plication, although it is especially friendly in a virtual reality setup
with large screens, because the interaction becomes very natural
(a) Original model (b) Virtual Magic (c) Zoom-in of the VML (d) Virtual Magic (e) Zoom-in of the VMW
Lantern (VML) region of interest Window (VMW) region of interest
Figure 1: Advanced inspection of a medical dataset using the Virtual Magic Lantern (b and c) and the Virtual Magic Window metaphors (d
and e). Note how the first metaphor produces higher amount of contextual information because it displays the boundary of the two differently
visualized regions.
and significantly improves the user experience.
The clinical application of an interaction and exploration tool poses
some requirements: First, it must maintain a real time framerate.
Second, its integration with the rendering algorithms (DVR, Max-
imum Intensity Projection, expressive visualization . . . ) should be
seamless. Our algorithm can be adapted without effort to a volume
ray casting algorithm, while maintaining realtime framerates.
Furthermore, we also propose a second interaction metaphor,
named Virtual Magic Window (VMW) that can be seen as a par-
ticular case of the VML. It allows locating a virtual window with
the 3D pointer. The region of interest becomes the part of the vol-
ume that can be seen through it. The VMW does not provide as
much contextual information as the VML, especially on the bound-
ary of the region of interest (see Figure 11). Actually, VMW is,
in some sense, similar to other established Magic Lens approaches
(see for instance [Bier et al. 1993] or [Wang et al. 2005]), although
it provides higher flexibility in shading style, or the shape of the
analyzed region (and we do not apply volume deformations). As
it will be analyzed later, the motivation for this metaphor is essen-
tially efficiency and therefore, it might be indicated in setups with
more limited graphics capabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Next Section will
introduce several previous paradigms for medical data inspection,
Section 3 will present our system. Section 4 will discuss the re-
sults of our approach and finally, Section 5 will conclude our work
pointing some lines for future research.
2 Related Work
There are several methods for advanced volumetric data inspection:
Cut-away views, focus+context visualization, Lens and Distortion,
and advanced Transfer Functions. Most of them have been pro-
posed for 2D displays (although some of them could be adapted to
stereo), and their focus is to provide the specialist with a view of the
feature of interest without occlusions of other neighbor structures.
Cutaway views is a common paradigm that eliminates part of the
volume from the rendering. This can be achieved by simply defin-
ing a cutting plane, or more complex cutting geometries [Weiskopf
et al. 2003]. [McInerney and Broughton 2006] used a 3D slice plane
widgets as a 3D interacion model for exploring volume image data.
Most cutaway techniques do not preserve the context surrounding
the interesting feature. In order to solve that, there is a new set
of techniques named focus+context that add cues for the user to
know which information is being hidden. Focus+context visualiza-
tions may be implemented by modifying the transfer function of the
structures placed between the user and the region or feature of inter-
est [Bruckner et al. 2006]. For those systems to work, it is necessary
the development of tools that allow for the user an easy definition of
important regions and importance information [Burns et al. 2007],
and eventually, the focus of attention [Viola et al. 2006].
A totally different approach are exploded views. In [McGuffin et al.
2003] we may find the first contribution toward this effect. These
views separate the different parts of the volume as if the object
was formed by different pieces that can be moved independently.
[Bruckner and Gro¨ller 2006] automatize this process by splitting
the object into a set of different parts that are separated through the
use of repulsive forces. A similar approach is due to [Birkeland and
Viola 2009]. In this work the authors automatically peel-away a re-
gion of the volume, by deforming and translating a certain region
of the model through the use of a vector field that contains the in-
verse transformation of the peeled structure. Notwithstanding, this
one, as in some previous approaches, requires data preprocessing
(such as the segmentation of the structures of the model), usually
quite costly, together with the accurate selection of a region of in-
terest, which implies previous knowledge of the medical model.
Our approach can be seen as complementary to those, as it could
be used for the initial selection of the region of interest and even
for the user to get familiar to the model. Our method especially
strengthens user interaction because the region to be analyzed can
be naturally pointed.
Finally, the Lens and Distortion approach is conceptually similar
to our approach. A virtual lens is placed in front of the volume,
between the user and the region of interest. As a consequence, the
information gets amplification and distortion [Bier et al. 1993] so
that the user may see with a higher detail the region of interest.
In a further work, [Zhou et al. 2002] use an sphere as a focal re-
gion. [Wang et al. 2005] allows the user to determine a focus point
and modify lens parameters. Similar to us, they use a GPU-based
raycasting implementation [Hadwiger et al. 2006]. [Svakhine et al.
2005] use a magic-sphere metaphor for establishing the focal region
and combine different rendering techniques in order to improve the
amount of information shown to the user. [Brown and Hua 2006]
propose a platform for augmented virtual reality that display the fo-
cus view in a separate display that acts as a window in the virtual
or real world.
Most of the previous approaches were designed for a desktop appli-
cation, and thus, some of them may not be easily ported to virtual
reality environments. Moreover, they usually require user interven-
tion for the region or feature of interest determination, or to select
the correct TF to use. Our contribution consists mainly on a new
interaction metaphor designed for locating the region of interest.
However, it may also be seen as an advanced inspection method be-
cause we combine simultaneously two transfer functions or shading
styles. Therefore, our region of interest can be rendered with a mag-
nification lens or focus+context visualizations if required. More-
over, it is flexible because it allows the manipulation through a 3D
pointer device that facilitates user interaction in a virtual reality en-
vironment (stereo and tracked) and its integration to raycast-based
shaders is straightforward.
Apart from these advanced shading techniques, another important
issue in Direct Volume Rendering is the definition of the transfer
function (TF), that assigns colors and opacities to data values, and
thus, makes a certain part of the information visible. The process of
TF definition is a cumbersome task that requires the user to manipu-
late graphical representations of the TF. [Kniss et al. 2001] demon-
strated the power of multidimensional transfer functions and intro-
duced a set of widgets that made searching an intuitive process.
Some improvements let the user to place markers at points of inter-
est directly on CT images and pick a color from a palette set in or-
der to more intuitively define the desired aspect to achieve [Teistler
et al. 2007]. Other approaches analyze input data [Fujishiro et al.
1999] or output images [Fang et al. 1998] to provide the user with
an initial set of transfer functions. However, throughout the pro-
cess, the TF must be inspected by using it to interactively render
the model and often modifications back and forth are necessary to
ensure that last change done to the TF effectively renders the vol-
ume better [Botha and Post 2002; Teistler et al. 2007]. Recently,
other advanced TFs have been created in order to provide richer
shading effects [Bruckner and Gro¨ller 2007] or improving classical
rendering methods such as Maximum Intensity Projection [Bruck-
ner and Gro¨ller 2009]. We believe our method may help to the
transfer function definition process because it is capable of using
two different TFs simultaneously and therefore it provides a pow-
erful yet intuitive way to compare two different transfer functions.
3 The Virtual Magic Lantern
The Virtual Magic Lantern takes its name from the Magic Lantern,
a device intended to project images onto a wall through the use of
sunlight or candle light, and a convex lens as an objective to focus
the images [The Magic Lantern Society 2007]. It is the precursor
of modern projectors and its invention is not clear. The earliest ref-
erence found dates of 1420, by Giovanni de Fontana, although he
seems not to be its inventor. For a long time, the invention has been
credited to Athanasius Kircher, a German Jesuit priest, that pub-
lished Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae where such a device was de-
scribed and depicted (see Figure 2, taken from [The Magic Lantern
Society 2007]).
We build our Virtual Magic Lantern through the use of an Wanda
device and a Head Tracker. The Wanda is used as the pointer device
that casts a cone onto the model. As an analogy to the change of the
slide in the Magic Lantern, we change the transfer function or the
rendering motif on the region subtended by the virtual cone growing
from the pointing device (see Figure 3). The volume not intersected
by this cone is rendered using the original transfer function. With
our approach, we do not restrict the shading technique to be used:
It may be a TF that hides unimportant information for simulating
cutaway views, a TF that enhances the model with depth cues for
improving perception, or a function that visualizes the intersected
geometry using some volume illustration paradigm.
Next we introduce the architecture of our application and the Virtual
Reality setup, and later we give some details on the implementation
and possible applications of our system.
Figure 2: Image from the 1671 edition of Ars Magna Lucis et Um-
brae where the Magic Lantern is depicted. c© The Magic Lantern
Society 2007. All rights reserved.
Figure 3: Image showing the users interacting with our system.
3.1 Overview of the system
Our system, coined VRMedVolVis, is intended to work in an immer-
sive virtual reality setup, although we also have a desktop version
(MedVolVis). Concretely, we work on a 2.7 × 2 meters passive
stereo powerwall, and we use an Intersense IS-900 Motion Track-
ing System device ([Intersense, Inc. 2009]) consisting on a Head
Tracker and a MiniTrax Wanda with joystick Wanda device as a
pointer. The Wanda device is used to track the position and orien-
tation of the lantern, and its joystick is used to change the aperture
angle, and one of its programmable buttons toggles between the two
rendering modes: VML and VMW.
The application window has three main regions, as can be seen in
Figure 4: The rendering window, placed in the middle, where the
model is rendered. The slide window, placed on the left, that con-
tains the set of transfer functions or illustration motifs already im-
plemented in our approach. Finally, we have also a toolbox placed
at the bottom, that contains the remainder of the interaction ele-
ments of our applications.
We have implemented two versions of our application, one intended
Figure 4: Application layout: the rendering window is placed in the
center, while the slide that indicates the secondary shading style is
shown on the left side. The bottom widget contains the rest of the
tools of our application.
to work in a desktop PC, and the second one, for an immersive Vir-
tual Reality system. Figure 5 shows the software architecture and
technologies used by our application. The whole system is designed
in a layered fashion. Both versions (desktop and Virtual Reality)
share two modules: The Kernel and the GUI QT modules. The
Kernel module deals with all the operations platform independent
such as the model load, all the visualization algorithms and shading
techniques, etc., while the GUI QT, implements the user interface
using Qt. The Interaction Layer lies on top of the architecture, and
it is different for each application. For the Virtual Reality applica-
tion, we use two extra modules: VR Juggler [Bierbaum et al. 2001]
and Qt3D [Andujar et al. 2006]. The first one is a toolkit for the
creation and execution of Virtual Reality applications, independent
of the concrete virtual reality environment. The second is used to
adapt all the Qt-based interface to a 3D GUI, mandatory for a Vir-
tual Reality application.
(a) Desktop (b) Virtual Reality
Figure 5: MedVolVis layered software architecture. Left image de-
picts the layer structure of the desktop version application and right
shows the architecture of the Virtual Reality application.
3.2 Implementation
As already commented previously, we have developed two differ-
ent interaction metaphors, the Virtual Magic Lantern and the Vir-
tual Magic Window. We will show, as already mentioned, that the
second one can be seen as an useful collateral implementation of
the former. In both cases, the data is considered as divided in two
subvolumes, each of which is rendered using a different transfer
function, illustrative motif, or shading style. Actually, the differ-
ence between both approaches is the shape generated through our
interaction with the 3D pointer device. In the first case, the region
of interest is the cone created from the virtual lantern that intersects
the volume in the direction indicated by the Wanda device. In the
second case, the Wanda device creates a virtual cone that intersects
the bounding box of the volume, and the region of interest is defined
by all rays that are cast from the observer and traverse the intersec-
tion of the virtual cone and the bounding box, in other words, that
traverse the Window. These two cases are depicted in Figure 6.
(a) Virtual Magic Lantern (b) Virtual Magic Window
Figure 6: The two cone-based inspection regions. The Virtual
Magic Lantern metaphor generates a virtual cone with origin at the
pointer device that determines the region to be inspected with a sec-
ondary TF. Right shows the Virtual Magic Window metaphor, that
generates a window whose shape is the intersection of the virtual
cone with apex at the Wanda and the bounding box of the volume.
3.2.1 VML metaphor Implementation
In order to obtain a lantern-based inspection using a virtual cone
as the region of enhanced inspection, we simply modify the GPU
Raycasting [Hadwiger et al. 2006]. Our implementation performs
three steps:
1. Render the back faces of the bounding box of the model and
code the out directions of the rays in its color. Store the result
as a texture.
2. Render the front faces of the bounding box and color-code the
incoming directions of the rays.
3. Render the bounding volume and cast rays using the in and
out directions indicated by the previously computed textures.
The first two steps could be simplified into one, or even compute
the rays’ directions on the fly, but the cost is the same and this way
the shader code of the ray casting is slightly simpler.
For the lantern-based rendering, the changes we do are the follow-
ing: We basically incorporate a second transfer function, and add
to the fragment shader the code required to determine if a point is
inside the cone. The test is executed at each sample point of a ray.
The application passes to the GPU the transfer functions and the
geometric information that defines the cone: apex, axis, and aper-
ture angle. The resulting shader is simple. For illustration purposes,
we sketch the pseudocode of the ray casting implementing this ap-
proach in Algorithm 1.
This technique generates complex intersection volumes that give
the user a lot of information on the surrounding context. Although
this implies a rendering penalty, because of the inclusion test, we
still maintain real time framerates, and this is the reason why we
...
vec3 position = calculateOriginRay(gl FragCoord);
initializations, ...
while (! endrayCasting(...)) do
float v = texture3D( VolumeTexure, position ).a;
vec4 material;
if (isInsideCone(position, v)) then
material = calculateInsideColor(v)
else
material = calculateOutsideColor(v)
end if
calculatePhongShading(material, position)
composite colors
update position
end while
...
Algorithm 1: Algorithm that renders the Virtual Magic Lantern
using a classical volume ray casting.
have not implemented further optimizations yet, such as ray-cone
intersection test optimization, which should improve the timings
but make the shader slightly more complex. With the current ap-
proach, the implementation of any raycasting-based shading style
is straightforward. In Figure 7 we can see a couple of examples of
this technique applied to two different models.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Examples of the Virtual Magic Lantern interaction with
two medical models.
For the visualization of the context, we have to take special care of
the boundary of the cone region. With the traditional Phong shad-
ing, the gradient influences the final rendering. As the boundary
is a region where the gradient computation is not robust, we sim-
ply render the color determined by the Transfer Function, without
the Phong illumination. This approach avoids noise and, moreover,
shades in a slightly different way the boundary region thus giving
an extra cue to the observer to easily identify this region, as shown
in Figure 8.
3.2.2 VMW metaphor Implementation
As stated, the Virtual Magic Window technique builds an initial
cone with origin and direction dictated by the Wanda device and
intersects it with the bounding box of the volume. Then, all the
rays cast from the observer that pass through this shape, are labeled
as lying inside the region of interest. With this approach, we have
better framerates, although we lose part of the contextual informa-
tion provided by the intersection of the walls of the cone with the
Figure 8: Noise avoidance rendering the boundary of the cone with-
out illumination, in this case, using the color of the original CT
images.
model. Its implementation is straightforward. We only change the
texture that determines input ray directions and we split it in two,
like the ones appearing in Figure 9. This is implemented in two
different rendering passes where a simple shader just tests if the
ray is inside the lantern’s cone. Thus, the algorithm performs the
following steps:
1. Render the back faces of the bounding box of the model and
code the out directions of the rays in its color. Store the result
as a texture.
2. Render the front faces of the bounding box. Discard frag-
ments belonging outside the region of interest and color-code
the incoming directions of the rays (this generates the texture
shown in Figure 9a).
3. Render the bounding volume and cast rays using the in and
out directions indicated by the previously computed textures
and the secondary shading style.
4. Render the front faces of the bounding box. Now the dis-
carded fragments are the ones belonging inside the region of
interest and color-code the incoming directions of the rays
(texture shown in Figure 9b).
5. Execute GPU-based volume raycasting with the new textures
that will render the remainder of the volume.
(a) (b)
Figure 9: Ray directions texture generated by the Virtual Magic
Window technique.
Although we might reduce the number of passes, the shaders are
so simple that no gains are obtained. For the first rendering (third
step) we use the secondary TF or shading style in order to display
the rays inside the cone and for the last one we use the primary TF
(rays lying outside the cone).
Moreover, despite the extra steps, it is even faster than the MVL
because the shader has almost no modification. The costly parts are
3 and 5, where the rays are casted, but, for the discarded parts, an
early ray termination test is executed at the begining of the shader
rapidly discards non useful rays. In this case no point-in-cone test
has to be done at each sample and consequently framerates are bet-
ter. This method can be used in the same natural way than the
former one. All users that tested our system said that the tool could
be operated very intuitively. However, the VML approach gives a
better information on the context of the region being inspected.
The motivation for this second interaction metaphor is essentially
efficiency. We have the same framerates than with the original ray
casting (see the following Section), and therefore, it might be suit-
able if the graphics card has limited capabilities. On the other hand,
VMW is more similar to previous approaches such as the Magic
Lens and similar systems, although with a higher flexibility in shad-
ing style.
We can see a couple of examples in Figure 10 where we inspect the
lungs of a medical model with the aid of our VMW inspection tool.
In Figure 10a, the TF eliminates the data belonging to the bones,
while the image in 10b shows the lungs and the bones.
(a) (b)
Figure 10: Examples of the Virtual Magic Window rendering two
different transfer functions with the same model.
3.3 Applications
(a) (b)
Figure 11: Feature rich context using the Virtual Magic Lantern
metaphor.
The VML metaphor has been developed in order to provide an en-
hanced inspection tool. Apart from the fact that it allows the render-
ing of the model using two different transfer functions or illustrative
motifs, it provides rich information on the context surrounding the
region of interest, thanks to the visualization of the boundary of the
cone, as shown in Figure 11.
However, apart from the principal goal, we envision some other
useful applications. VML is useful as an aid to the TF definition.
Transfer Function definition is a complex and tedious process, even
for experts, as the incoming data does not come in an uniform way,
that is, the same density values do not exactly represent the same
internal structures due to capture precision changes and the natural
differences between human bodies. As a consequence, the selection
of a transfer function often becomes a try-and-error slow process,
that requires frequent changing backward and forward the modified
transfer function together with data rendering. With VML we may
set the new, recently modified TF as the secondary shading style
and therefore, it becomes easy to compare the newly defined with
the previous one. Once the new modification is assessed to be better
than the previous one, it becomes the primary transfer function.
Figure 12 compares two different transfer functions for rendering
the same region. Figure 12a shows a Phong lighting while 12b
shows a Maximum Intensity Projection example.
(a) Phong shading (b) Maximum Intensity
Projection
Figure 12: Examples of the Virtual Magic Window rendering
Phong-based Transfer Function and Maximum Intensity Projection.
In Figure 13 we render a beetle model applying a Style Transfer
Function [Bruckner and Gro¨ller 2007] as a primary TF (left) and
combined with a classical TF as the secondary one (right).
(a) Beetle model with a style (b) Beetle with style TF and
transfer function a classical TF
Figure 13: Left image shows a beetle model rendered using a style
transfer function and the same beetle with the style transfer function
and a classical rendering for the region of interest.
4 Results and Discussion
So far, we have defined the Virtual Magic Lantern metaphor and
its implementation. There are some issues that can guide some of
the implementation decisions. For inspecting 3D models, our focal
Model Samples RC VML VMW
Feet 1 32 17 32
2 18.5 9.8 18.5
Manix 1 18 13 18
2 10 6.5 10
Head 1 28 15.3 28
2 15 10 15
Rips 1 32 14.8 32
2 18 8.4 18
Table 1: Comparison of the Virtual Magic Lantern method (VML)
and the Virtual Magic Window (VMW) versus the traditional vol-
ume Ray Casting (RC). Timings were obtained in a Core 2 Duo
PC with 8.0 GB of RAM and an NVidia GeForce 8800 GTX de
768 MB. All the models are 512 × 512 × 512 and the viewport is
900×900 wide. Note that all renderings are in a stereo PowerWall.
region geometry originates and is guided by the Wanda device. If
our inspection implies navigating through the model, this may not
be the best choice, as then, it is difficult to make the lantern point
exactly in front of the user position. If this happens, everything will
be rendered using the primary Transfer Function. In order to solve
this, we may generate an inspection cone by changing its apex by
the observer position, while the direction is still guided by hand.
This is a similar approach to the one taken by [Mine 1995] for ray-
based object selection.
Our application was tested by about 10 users. All of them agreed
the interaction technique was intuitive and behaved in a natural way.
However, throughout the experiments some of the users found a
shortcoming: the region pointed by the device often changed more
abruptly than he or she would expect, probably because the geome-
try they are pointing at is closer than initially supposed. This could
be alleviated by placing the apex of the cone at some distance back
of the device. We are preparing a formal usability test to be done in
the near future, in which we want to include some medical doctors.
We show the framerates in Table 1. All timings were computed in
a window size of 900× 900 pixels in our immersive stereo system.
The rendering hardware is a 3.00 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo PC with
8GB of RAM memory and equipped with a GeForce 8800 GTX
graphics card that has 768MB of RAM. In most cases, the qual-
ity obtained with a single sample per voxel is enough, although the
timings for two samples per voxel are also provided. In order to
have a reference, the first column shows the timings obtained for
the original Ray Casting. Note that the VMW obtains the same
framerates. Although the VML has a penalty, we still have inter-
active framerates for most models in the stereo system. When dis-
abling stereo rendering, framerates double. These timings are ob-
tained while rendering a model from outside, thus not covering all
the viewport, because it is the typical inspection process we expect.
If we get closer to the model, such that the volume covers the whole
viewport, the framerates slow down roughly a 40%. Notwithstand-
ing, note that the GPU we use is slightly old (two years), and can
be replaced with a more modern one, nowadays relatively cheap.
There is an issue that has to be taken into account when deciding the
selection of the metaphor. If we use the VML, we are placing the
pointer in our hand. This might become a problem if the objective
of the exploration session is to inspect the interior of the volume,
because then, the user might not be able to point exactly in front of
its head position and therefore would not see the second shading.
In order to solve this, we may virtually place the pointing tool at
the eye of the user. This is similar to the VMW metaphor.
There is still a wide room for optimization, especially in the case
of the VML metaphor. The ray-cone intersection can be improved
Figure 14: Two examples of model rendered without (left) and with
ambient occlusion (right) on the region of interest.
by storing the cone shape in a depth map on realtime and making
the test point-in-cone a simple texture query. However, this will
introduce some changes in the rendering shader that would reduce
the ease of integration with the classical volume ray casting.
5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented the Virtual Magic Lantern metaphor. This is a
simple tool tailored to facilitate volumetric data inspection. It be-
haves like a lantern whose illumination cone determines the region
of interest. The lantern is guided by a Wanda device that provides
the axis direction and the apex position of a right circular cone, the
aperture angle can be changed using the joystick and the interaction
metaphor is toggled between VML and VMW with a button. The
region of interest can be rendered using different shading styles that
provide a feature rich volume inspection experience. The VML is
particularly useful in virtual reality setups with large screens be-
cause the interaction becomes very natural and significantly widens
the user inspection possibilities. We have shown that the integration
of this metaphor to a classical GPU ray casting algorithm is simple
and runs in real time. We have also shown multiple examples that
illustrate the benefits of the VML for improving focus+context vi-
sualizations.
As a collateral implementation of the VML, we have proposed the
Virtual Magic Window metaphor that it is similar to the Magic Lens
approaches. The user uses the Wanda device to locate a virtual win-
dow for seeing the model through it. This window is automatically
computed as the intersection of the lantern cone with the bounding
box of the volume. The VMW provides a very intuitive interaction
and its implementation is very simple and efficient, incurring in no
penalty with respect to the classical volume ray casting. Unfortu-
nately, the VMW does not provide as much contextual information
as the VML, especially in the boundary of the region of interest.
The integration of both techniques can be done seamlessly to any
ray casting-based volume rendering tool, with little effort.
As shown in the previous section, our implementation achieves in-
teractive framerates for both the virtual reality and the desktop se-
tups, although no particular optimizations have been carried out yet.
The virtual reality setup has some advantages over the desktop con-
figuration. Apart from the obvious larger size of the screen, inter-
action is very simple and intuitive, and the inspection of the model
is enhanced with the possibility of managing two shading styles in
a flexible way.
As already commented, other applications for our inspection
metaphor seem useful, such as an aid for the process of transfer
function definition, in order to compare the results of different il-
lustrative motifs, such as halos or silhouettes, and it can be used for
rendering simultaneously multi-modal data.
In future, we would like to explore the possible advantages of
adding a clipping base to the current ”infinite” cone of the lantern.
Moreover, we are also working on the combination of different data
models (i. CT, MRI and SPECT). The images we showed through-
out the paper do not have a medical purpose, but are presented in
order to prove the potential of our approach. We are preparing a
usability test in order to get the medical doctors’ comments, and
deeply examine the interaction issues that may appear when navi-
gating inside models.
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